
 
 
 
 
 
 

UPL Limited joins hand for India’s COVID-19 Pandemic 
Response 
Business has many parameters that go well beyond commercial and financial. We            
don’t operate in isolation, rather are inextricably linked to the society we live in. Our               
success is also dependent on how well we respond to needs of society in times of                
crisis.  

The present COVID 19 crisis is one of the toughest challenges we have ever faced.              
As a responsible organisation we are doing our bit for India’s COVID-19 Pandemic             
Response. In the current Covid-19 crisis, all front-line soldiers like Doctors, Nurses,            
Police, Administration etc are at huge risk. We acknowledge their effort and are             
deeply grateful to all of them who are risking their life and safety to joins hand for                 
India’s COVID-19 Pandemic Response 

UPL Limited made an action-plan to provide hand sanitizer to the frontline team             
like police officer and medical staff. It took UPL just 24 hrs from drawing board to                
dispatching WHO recommended Hand Sanitizer to different cities. As of now, the            
company has provided around 4,475 litters of Hand Sanitizer free of cost to the              
agencies involve in fight against India’s COVID-19 Pandemic Response.  
 
Second urgent response was to provide Sodium Hypochlorite to sanitize          
different Municipalities, Government Offices, Villages etc. As of now, the company           
has provided more around Approx 54,215 Lts of Sodium Hypochlorite.  

Our third quick response was through our AFS team to sanitize Streets,            
Hospitals, Police stations etc. through UPL’s Falcon sprayers on. The AFS team            
(as of 28.03.2020) has covered 

No. of States : 6 States  
(Gujarat, Maharashtra, Telangana, Punjab, Haryana, 
Rajasthan).  

No. of Districts : 22 Districts.  
No. of Tehsil  : 56 Tehsils,  
No. of Villages : 108.  
No. of ward : 254 Wards.  

 
AFS team is working tirelessly in different municipalities and communities to sanitize 
the roads, streets and common places to contain COVID -19. 
 
UPL engaged women SHGs to manufacture cotton masks and distribute them to            
prevent the spread of coronavirus. The company is providing mask to surrounding            
villages/ community, to local administration and local police. As of now, the company             
has provided Approx 15,000 mask.  



 
 
 
 
 
 

As a responsible organisation and in true spirit of UPL’s 50-year legacy of taking care               
of surrounding community. We are also providing water bottle and food to            
frontline soldiers and needy, N-95 and surgical mask/Sanitizer to local hospital. 
 
We are committed and will continue to do more for India’s COVID-19            
Pandemic Response. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
About UPL 

UPL is one of the world’s leading total crop solutions companies, focused on securing              
the world’s long-term food supply through an integrated portfolio of agricultural           
inputs, products and solutions.  

UPL was established in India in 1969 and is now active in over 130 countries,               
providing a diversified range of patented and post-patent agriculture solutions for           
various arable and speciality crops, including biological, crop protection, seed          
treatment and post-harvest solutions covering the entire crop value chain. 

UPL is headquartered in India, with manufacturing facilities in 48 locations worldwide            
and a global workforce which includes 75 different nationalities. It is committed to             
research, development and innovation, and holds over 12,000 product registrations          
and more than 1,000 patents globally. 

In 2019, UPL finalized the acquisition of Arysta LifeScience and committed to a new              
purpose: OpenAg, which creates a seamless network for agriculture, activating          
connections across the world’s agriculture system. UPL is working to power new            
levels of sustainable growth, and to help generate a deeper impact on society,             
where agriculture is properly valued, food is sustainable, and farmers grow and            
prosper. It is a fundamentally optimistic view of the future of agriculture; one with              
no limits, and no borders, that feeds sustainable growth for all. 


